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Share/tweet/pin me! There are thousands of French verbs, but some are much more important than others. Make sure you know how to conjugate and use the 10 most common French verbs. STRE - be Je suis fatigu. I'm tired. Lessons: use of Etre expression with Etre Tests of Conjugation Of The etre: the use of Etre Etre conjugation AVOIR - to have J'ai
un chien. I have a dog. Lessons: Use avoir expression with avoir avoir conjugation tests: using avoir avoir conjugation FAIRE - do to je fais la vaisselle. I do the dishes. Lessons: Use fair-fair expressions with feir fair conjugation tests: using the fair fair conjugation OF DIRE - say to say je te dis la v'rit. I'm telling you the truth. Lessons: Use heavy expressions
with heavy heavy conjugation test: heavy conjugation ALLER - go je vais a la banque. I'm going to the bank. Lessons: Use aller expression with aller Aller Conjury Test: aller conjugation VOIR - to see Je vois des toiles. I see a few stars. Lessons: use voir expression with voir conjugation test: voir conjugation SAVOIR - know Je sais son adresse. I know his
address. Lessons: Use savoir savoir conjugation test: savoir conjugation POUVOIR - may be able to Je peux travailler. I can work. Lessons: use puvuar pouvoir conjugation test: pouvoir conjugation VOULOIR - want Je veux manger. I want to eat. Lessons: Use vuluara expression with vuloire vouloir conjugation Test: vouloir conjugation DEVOIR - must to je
dois tudier. I need to learn. Lessons: Use leg devoir conjugation test: devoid of conjugation It's top 10 irregular verbs, but there are plenty more where they came from: Irregular French Verbs Linked Features En espa'ol Share/Tweet/Pin Me! There is a secret to the mastery of French verbs. All French kids do it! Follow my advice to understand how simple
French verbs can be! It's no secret that conjugation of French verbs is pain. Even in the present time is revealing, there are many forms to remember, not to mention all irregular conjugations of verbs. However, I have advice for you that will make everything easier! Do you think French children remember all these forms of verb? 1 - At first glance, even the
French present looks like the vast majority of French verb methods will begin with saying that in French, the verb ending will change according to the French pronoun of the subject. Take, for example, the verb parler (talk). Notice how it's written at the end. The traditional method is often the accent spelling, as I did, highlighting the endings in bold, or in red...
Je parleTu parlesIl parleElle parleOn parleNous parlonsVous parlezIls parlentElles parlentElles When an English student looks at it, it's pretty overwhelming... In English, you add an S to the third person sole (he, It). But with the exception of a few irregular verbs, as to be, the verb is not going to change much: I say you you we say they say ... and then he
says, she says, it says quite simply, isn't it compared to the French conjugation verb? 2 - Understanding the regular French verb Conjugation Sample Verb parler was what we call a common verb in French, verbs that follow exactly the same pattern of conjugation. For example, for parler, here's the logic explained by traditional methods: Delete ER - it will give
you what's called a stalk in grammatical jargon. Parler - ER - parlTo stalk, add the ending of the relevant subject pronouns - stem - e - je parleTu - stem - es - tu parlesIl, elle, on the stem - e - il, elle, on parleNous - stem - ons - nous parlonsVous - stem - ez - vous parlezils, elles - stem - ent - ils, elles pars It's simple enough, and students spend hours on hours
writing these conjugation verbs down. Grammar books have pages on the pages of French conjugation tables, for the French present of the indicative time, but also all the other French times and French moods, and they promise that when you practice in this way, you will master your French verb conjugation. Let me disagree! The problem is that no one
teaches how to learn the French verb correctly. So, first of all, let's look at your brilliant brain, right? 3 - Consider your shiny brain So let's start from the beginning, with the French subject pronoun. Most of the time when you conjugate the verb, you will use the pronoun of the subject. A - Always conjugate a verb with a prokimation of a question It is important
that you recognize the proness of an object with its verb form. In other words, if you go: parle, parle, parle, parlons, parlez, parlent it does nothing for your brain: you repeat a sequence of words that make no sense. Also, you would spoil the pronunciation because there are often important connections or elisions between pronouns and verb. So the very first
step is to think about what you're talking about! Imagine someone doing something. Your brain will process and store the verb form much longer if you add meaning to it. B - Drill the French verb Conjugation with all the subject pronouns There are 9 French object pronouns. Je, tu, il, elle, on, nous, vous, ils, elles. Most French conjugation tables show only 6:
je, tu, il, nous, vous, ils. Not only is it sexist, but it's really bad for French students, who then rarely train with a female form - and usually know almost nothing about the subject's French pronoun. So please don't make that mistake. Drill with all 9 pronouns of the object. C - Conjugate the verbs out of order you notice, do you ever remember the ils (plural) form?
This is because you only conjuved French verbs in order, from je to ils. And your super smart brain thought there was a reason for that. This meant that was important (and you usually picture the situation much more with je anyway) and ils... Not much. Thus, the priorities of the information. Now, let's talk about something that really bothers me... 4 - French
verb The absurdity of French verbs is classified between three groups of verbs whose conjugation pattern is predictable. The first group - French verbs ending in the ERW group - French verbs ending in the IRTreth group - French verbs ending in RE Until now it looks logical... EXCEPT that in French, we also have a ton of irregular verbs. The verbs, the
pattern of conjugation of which is either not predictable at all, or even subcategories, are several verbs that follow the same irregularity and therefore form a subgroup. The first group, the ER group, has only one irregular verb: a verb that ends in er, but which does not follow the same conjugation pattern as the parler. It's a big one too, the verb aller, which is
so very useful in French... Well, already this is not accurate, since there are also verbs that end in ER, are regular for their endings, but will change the stem spelling ... People like Jeter. But I was distracted... Thus, the first French verb group, ending in ER, is somewhat solid. Many useful verbs are really conjuged according to this model. However, in my
humble opinion, the other two groups have so many exceptions that they make almost no sense... Yes, OK, verbs like grossir (gain weight), finir (to the end), choisir (choose)... are regular verbs IR. But many, many verbs ending in IR are irregular. And these are very, very common verbs: venir (come), tethir (hold), dire (say) and the list can be further ... So
how does a student know which IR verb is regular or not? When there are so many exceptions from the group, and exceptions are the most useful verbs, should you still accent the group so much? Should students spend hours drilling on these IR and RE groups or rather spend this time drilling on the most common irregular verbs that they are confident they
will use on a daily basis? This is exactly the logic that I used in my unique audiobooks of the French verb The Conjugation of the Drill. 5 - The secret of French recruiting, do you think French children remember all these French verb conjugations? If it was so hard, they wouldn't be able to speak at all! The secret, one thing the grammar method should actually
focus on, is the correct French pronunciation of these verbs. Take the verb parler in the present tense. The verb forms je, tu, il, elle, on, ils, elles are pronounced in the same way - parl. It's like a stalk. Nous from pronounced as on (nasal) - parlonForma vous is pronounced as an infinitive form of the verb parler. Thus, parles and parler and parle in
pronunciation. French is a living language. People use it every day to communicate. I'm not saying it's a simple language, but it's easier than the traditional way of teaching it! The same exact logic can be applied and French pass agreements: Parler, Parlez, Parle, Parle, Parle, Parle, Parle and Parle - all of them pronounced the same. When you speak
French, and the verb ends in sound, you don't even have to think, think, as it is written. It's only in writing that it matters! First you have to learn to speak French. Pronounce it correctly. Then (and only if you need to) focus on writing a verb form in French! That's what French kids do. 6 - Terrible - However often - the French verb Error If more attention was
focused on the pronunciation of the French verb, I would not have heard so many students utter the silence ent of ils/elles form french verbs. However, this is one of the most common mistakes I hear! You have no idea the number of advanced French students who butcher their French verbs! And don't even get me in touch and silent letters. Did you know
that S nous and Vous are never pronounced as S? Never, never! It is either silent or pronounced as a connection. In other words, it would be much easier if you found out: And then learned the French verbs requiring elision in French and communication with their correct pronunciation at once. 7 - Big Mistake - Exploring your French verb Conjugation without
audio So you could say that audio is the sort of new thing that so far, most books don't have audio, which is why they were written this way. In my opinion, it is now a crime to develop a French method of learning without audio. But look at this current article. Unlike all my downloadable French audiobooks, this article doesn't have audio, does it? However, I
could make my point of view across. It's a matter of thinking outside the box. That being said, every French student should have Bescherelles or another French verb book to check how the French verb is spelled. This is a good investment, because if you plan to write in French, you will need such a book: we all do (this is a requirement for every French
schoolboy who eventually has to learn to write verbs)! 8 - Key to learning French Successfully - Priorities I'm not saying that all other French teaching methods are wrong. Their content is correct, or of course. This is the wrong approach. Traditional methods still teach foreigners French in the same way as they teach French children. But there is a huge
difference. French kids know how to talk before they learn to write! Five years - ld would discover with surprise that the French you, that form usually takes s. It's all news for him/her as well! And teachers will fix this mistake for years, believe me. So, of course, our adult mind doesn't work like a kid's. And knowledge of grammar can and will actually help you
master French: I firmly believe understanding the French grammar verb is actually essential to learning French. And it will save you time. However, if you are learning French to communicate language, and not only for passing written exams, you really need to learn everything with audio, and learn the logic of the French teaching method you use. 9 - Six
steps to master the French conjugation verb to master the French conjugation verb you must: must: understand how to pronounce the verbs Practice out loud and with audio with the most useful verbs (whether they are regular or not)Always drill aloud with the verb and pronoun at the same time. The two should come naturally along with the correct elision,
bond or slip. Drilling in your head won't work either: you need to hear it as you speak. Drilling is not in order... this is another stupid thing traditional methods do: they always have you drill from je to ils. Your super efficient brain therefore prioritizes verb conjugation in this way and then you are surprised when you can never remember the ils shape... Drill in
the negative as well so you don't have to build your negative shape and it comes quickly to you. The same goes for interrogators. Truly understand when to use French times and moods. A beginner does not need to study French subjunctive. It shouldn't be his priority yet. Stay in the present indicative voltage for now - it's the most commonly used tense (it
may even accidentally work on the subjunctive, as they often have the same verb form) !! 10 - Do the French know which verb is tense to use? If you think that all French people understand French conjugation, and know when - or how - to use a subjunctive, for example, you are wrong. Yes, we found out at school. But that was a long time ago. And we don't
necessarily pay attention (although French grammar and conjugation are a huge part of the French school curriculum - a much larger part compared to English grammar in English-speaking countries) Instead, we rely on our French ear. This is because we know how to speak a language that we can write it correctly. For example, if I write : Il faut que tu aies
du courage - you have to be brave. I'm going to be very tempted to write il faut que tu es du courage. Why? Because tu es is widely used and it sounds just like tu aies. Well, it's not the same mood (indicative ≠ subjunctive). It's not even the same verb! (Eet vs. avoir), but it is such a strong habit of writing tu es that it is actually a very common mistake. So how
would I know it's subjunctive? I would switch the verb for irregular French subjunctive : il faut que tu saches ... For example. Even if the rest of the sentence doesn't work with savoir, as it is il faut que that causes the subjunctive, that's enough. The Frenchman should know this rule. But more often than not, we'll rely on gimmicks to figure out the right tense. Of
course, this does not work for foreigners, since it is unlikely that you can rely on the French ear ... But actually you can if you learned French with audio, in context, with my audiobook, for example ;-) If what I explained in this article rings the bellbell, then I encourage you to try my audiobooks to learn French Click on the links below to hear the audio sample,
read the description and access the content table. Series A Moi Paris is a complete method of learning French live novel to master both traditional and spoken modern French, organized by levels and starting with a true beginner level. This series explains it all: vocabulary, sentence structure, and of course also French times, how to build them and when to
use them. French verb drills are a revolutionary method of memorizing French verb forms, mastering their correct pronunciation and gaining speed and confidence when speaking in French. You may also be interested in my article on how to choose the best method of learning and avoid fraud. Good luck learning French, and remember repetition is the key!
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